Draft Resolution
Application by MD 111-Germany to the Europa Forum 2022 in Zagreb

Topic:
Hosting Lions Europa Forum 2026 in Karlsruhe

Explanation:
Multiple District 111 applies to host the Europa Forum in Karlsruhe in 2026. The last
Europa Forum organized by Multiple District 111 took place in Augsburg in 2015.

Financial impact:
See attached budget plan.

Resolution / Recommendation:
The National Convention of MD 111 recommends the Europa Forum in Zagreb to adopt
the following resolution:
Multiple District 111-Germany hosts the Europa Forum 2026 in Karlsruhe.
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Europa Forum 2026 Karlsruhe
by MD111 - Germany
Karlsruhe in keywords :

About 300,000 inhabitants
173.42 square kilometres
Temperature October: about 12-16 degrees
3rd biggest city in Baden-Württemberg

Von Carsten Naber - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 4.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=51690395

Karlsruhe in the middle of Europe

- technology, culture and city experience with a Mediterranean flair
Karlsruhe was founded almost 300 years ago by Mark- A city without walls, open to friends and guests, this is
graf Karl-Wilhelm von Baden. According to legend, he how Karlsruhe presented itself from the start. And that
had a vision of a fan-shaped city while he was slee- hasn‘t changed up to this day.
ping. The idea of the
 „fan city“ was born.
Above all, the unique floor plan of the compartments
Karlsruhe, situated near by the Rhine, is in the center caused a worldwide sensation. Master builder Weinof Europe. The French border is only a few kilometers brenner created the numerous neoclassical buildings
that still attract visitors from all over the world to this
away.
day. In 1823 the symbol of the city was built - the pyrOn June 17, 1715, the cornerstone for today‘s fan-sha- amid. In 1825, the Technical University opened its
ped city of Karlsruhe was laid. The center has been doors to teaching and is now known as KIT - Karlsruhe
formed by the baroque residential palace, to which 32 Institute of Technology. In 1950 the Federal Court of
radiating streets lead. A princely Baden residence that Justice came to Karlsruhe, followed a year later by the
already inspired Voltaire, Goethe, Napoleon and Hein- Federal Constitutional Court. Karlsruhe becomes the
home of federal German jurisdiction.
rich von Kleist.
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City of technology/IT- worldwide first e-Mail was received by KIT in Karlsruhe (University of Exzellenz)
The Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, short KIT, is a technical
university of the state of Baden-Württemberg and national research center in the Helmholtz Association.
The merger of the two institutions created the largest German
research facility, which today employs around 9,800 people and
has an annual budget of around 1.1 billion euros, of which almost
450 million euros are third-party funds (2021).The KIT is shown in
various bibliometric rankings as the German university with the
strongest research in engineering and natural sciences.
As of 2006, the KIT was one of the first three German elite univer-

sities within the framework
of the excellence initiative of
the federal and state governments. In 2019, the KIT was
one of 10 universities (plus
one university network) in
Germany to win the title
„Excellence University“ in the follow-up competition Excellence
Strategy. In 2025 KIT will celebrate its 200th birthday!

City of art
The ZKM | Center for Art and Media (until March 2016 Center for Art and Media Technology) is a cultural institution that
was founded in 1989 and has been located in a listed industrial building of a former ammunition factory in Karlsruhe since
1997.
It organizes special exhibitions and themed events, researches
and produces on the effects of medialization, digitization and
globalization and offers public and individual educational programs. The ZKM is one of the most famous museums in the
word, comparable to the Louvre in Paris.

KTG Karlsruhe Tourismus GmbH/Fabry

City of the hightest German courts
For more than 70 years, Karlsruhe has symbolized the “Residence of Law” for the modern, democratic constitutional state
of Germany.
As the seat of the highest courts of law, Karlsruhe stands like
no other city, for the modern democratic constitutional state of
Germany. This is where the Federal Constitutional Court – the
only constitutional body outside of the federal capital Berlin
– has been monitoring compliance with the constitution since
1951.
Von ComQuat - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=19876786

Way of life
Since the Federal Horticultural Show in 1967, Karlsruhe has earned the honorary title „Big City in the Green“ and has continued
to expand it ever since.
The Baden metropolis with its almost 300,000 inhabitants keeps
what the unique city plan promises: Here the sunny sides of life
come together! The Mediterranean climate is combined with
lifestyle, culinary delights and the incomparable atmosphere in
more than 800 hectares of parks and green spaces.
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Event Location
„Stadthalle“
Main Place of Event
Novotel
Main Event Hotel

Black Forest + Nancy Hall
Concert House

Underground
car park
Karlsruhe Zoo
Google Earth

„Stadthalle“
Main Place of Event

Von Günter Josef Radig - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 3.0 de,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=35777358
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Travel to Karlsruhe
By car
Four motorways lead to the Karlsruhe: A5, A8, A35 and A
65. The region is thus located on one of the most important
west-east connections in Central Europe and one of the most
important continuous north-south traffic axes in Europe. The
European routes E35 (Amsterdam - Rome) and E52 (Strasbourg
- Salzburg) run over the motorway network here. Karlsruhe can
also be reached via various federal and state roads.

Google Maps

By train
Karlsruhe offers a large, centrally located train station connected to high-speed train routes (including ICE and TGV trains).
These station provides excellent connections to the local public transportation networks, as well.
By this way Karlsruhe trams also run on railway lines - called
„Karlsruher tram model“.

Von Smiley.toerist - Eigenes Werk, CC BY-SA 3.0,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=22377859

By plane
With a total of four airports that can be reached quickly and
easily, Karlsruhe is excellently integrated into international air
traffic. Karlsruhe/Baden-Baden Airport (FKB) is located near by
Karlsruhe. With more than a million passengers a year, it is the
second largest commercial airport in Baden-Württemberg. The
Baden-Airpark is located in the district of Rastatt and can be
easily reached from the entire region.
Major international airports in the area are:
• Frankfurt Airport
• Stuttgart Airport
• Strasbourg Airport
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See you in Karlsruhe!!!

800
Assumption: 800 Participants
Revenues
Participants Fees
Hotel Expenses
Voluntary Contribution
Contribution of Host Lions
Sponsorship
Other Income
Total Revenues
Expenses
Get Together party
Coffee breaks
Lunches
Gala Dinner
VIPS Hospitality
LEMC
Agora
Organization fees
Flowers, Decorations, Gifts, Forum T-shirts, scarves, ties
Banking Costs
Phone, Mail, Photocopies
Transportation during the preparation & on the Forum
Rental Fees: Forum Venue, Facilities & Equipment
Simultaneous Translations
Office Supplies, Secretariat, Registration, Staff
Translations other than simultaneous
Printing: Brochures, Forum Documents
Other Expenses
Unplanned
VAT
Total Expenses
Net Result / (Deficit)

Beschreibung

Mieteinnahmen Messestände

BUDGET

FiBu Konten

160.000 €
0€
0€
618.000 €
10.000 €
10.000 €
798.000 €

4400

Get Together party
Kaffeepausen
Mittagessen
Gala Dinner
VIP Kosten
Musikwettbewerb
Ausstellung
Orga Kosten
Blumen, Dekoration
Bankspesen
Telefon
Transportkosten

66.000 €
19.000 €
0€
100.000 €
50.000 €
25.000 €
10.000 €
68.000 €
2.000 €
1.000 €
1.000 €
50.000 €

Miete Räumlichkeiten
Dolmetscher - ohne Technik
Büromaterial
Übersetzungen, Technik Dolmetscher
Druckkosten
Andere Kosten
Reserve
VAT

120.000 €
30.000 €
2.000 €
45.000 €
35.000 €
81.000 €
80.000 €
0€
785.000 €
13.000 €

4401
4403

6641

6390/6391
6306
6631
6855

5906
6815

1401/1406/1407/3806/3816/3837

